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Abstract 

“When we meet real tragedy in life, we can react in two ways - either by losing hope and falling 

into self-destructive habits, or by using the challenge to find our inner strength.”(Thurman) Such 

a Long Journey by Rohinton Mistry is a proficient representation of the life of a blameless soul 

who searches for meaning in his life. Man‟s search for meaning and the suffering that ensue it, is 

a never ending deed in human life from the time immemorial. The protagonist of the novel, 

Gustad Noble faces an assortment of problems, both in his personal and professional life, an 

inexplicable low-grade illness of daughter Roshan, wife‟s accusation, intimate friend‟s fraudulence, 

colleague‟s idiocracy, and his beloved son‟s betrayal. Disappointments and despair have got 

entwined with his life. Though his sorrows are unbearable and threaten to strangle him he 

endures and emerges transcendent through his benevolence which in turn mirrors his inner 

strength. This paper attempts to expound on the worldwide change in human relationships 

through humanity, harmony and peace which Mistry has represented through the character of 

Gustad Noble.  

Such a Long Journey 

Rohinton Mistry, an Indian born Canadian writer is the only author all of whose novels have 

been shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize, Such a Long Journey (1991), A Fine Balance (1995), 
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and Family Matters (2002) are all set in India's Parsee community. Born in India in 1952, and 

since 1975 a resident and (later) a citizen of Canada. He deals with social, political, 

psychological and historical problems of Indians in his novels. His works emerges slowly 

apparent, opening in the family, evolving character and delving into where the fault lines lie, and 

progressively enlarging into the social, cultural, and political milieu that his characters 

grievously reside. 

 The triumph of Mistry‟s novels lies in how capably he links the characters of his novels with 

the survival problems. As Rick Gekoski observes,“Mistry has a great eye and a huge heart, and if 

the world he describes is often cruel and capricious, his characters have a remarkable capacity to 

survive.” 

This novel throws light upon the life of Gustad who lives in society which is unreliable and 

as Kumar says, “focusing on Gustad‟s untiring journey towards finding the real purpose of his 

life, reveals his inner journey. His unassailable quest for finding a meaning in his life leads him 

to inexplicable experiences.” It shadows the problems of a common man in the treacherous 

society. Gustad Noble, who has crossed above fifty years of his age lives with his wife Dilnavaz 

and his three children at Khodadad building in Mumbai. He is a loving father and a responsible 

family head, always dreams to have comfortable lives for his sons and daughter. He sings songs 

daily at night before bed ,blessing his children individually to have peaceful life.   

Gustad is ardent about the life of his eldest son, Sohrab. He yearns to accomplish his sketchy 

unfulfilled wishes through his son. Sohrab‟s astuteness and smartness promise his parents that he 

is unique and could be adept in executing everything in his life. “There seemed to be nothing 

Sohrab could not do, and do well. Whether it was arithmetic or arts and crafts, or moral science, 

he bagged several prizes each year on Prize Distribution Day.” (Mistry 64) 

His father assumes that one fine day his son will be an engineer and flourish beyond his 

limitations. Besides, Gustad feels happy when Sohrab acknowledges his great -grandfather‟s job 

of furniture making. He is very pleased to see his son using his ancestor‟s tools for making 

plywood. Gustad is delighted to repeat the words of his son that “it must be in the blood, this 

love of Carpentry” (Mistry 65). Sohrab‟s distinction in all the areas has made Gustad to think 
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about his career in the field of engineering which makes him feel “And the Indian Institute of 

Technology became the Promised Land” (Mistry 66).  

As the time wore on, the interest of Sohrab has become entirely different from his father‟s 

expectations. The juncture in his desires for the beloved son comes on the day when he decides 

to celebrate his third child‟s ninth birthday. He invites his friend Dinshawji to bless his daughter. 

To provide an awe inspiring feast to his family members and friends he brings a live chicken into 

the house. He wants his children to feel and relish the difference in taste between cooking the 

butchered chicken and fresh chicken. Dinshawji entertains the family members with good humor, 

songs and jokes. The happiness of the birthday party becomes ephemeral when Sohrab disobeys 

his father like Willie in Louise Fitzhugh‟s “Nobody’s Family is Going to Change”. 

Gustad feels disenchanted when Sohrab refuses to join the course at IIT. Sohrab like Royal in 

Laura Ingalls Wilder‟s Farmer Boy disapproves his family member‟s guidance in choosing his 

career. Gustad‟s wrath turns in to hatredness and he refuses to pay attention to the warnings of 

Sohrab when he cautions him about the possibility of danger concealed in the letter of Major 

Jimmy Bilimoria.  

Though Dilnavaz like Mrs. Sheridan in Louise Fitzhugh‟s “Nobody’s Family is Going to 

Change”, tries to act as a mediator between father and son, all her attempts results in vain. His 

blood begins to boil when Sohrab refuses to pursue professional course. He advises Sohrab that 

his interests in Arts will not provide him a promising life. As Sohrab refuses to listen to him, he 

feels completely deserted and turns his concern for his friend Major Bilimoria. He thinks that at 

least he could satisfy the request of his friend. Fear and anguish about his son‟s future drives 

Gustad crazy and he forbids the warnings of his family members. 

Gustad‟s troubles get increased when Darius, his second son spends his time with Jasmine, 

Mr.Rabadi‟s daughter. 

In a short span of time, he has a conflict with his neighbours Mr. Rabadi and the latter levels the 

allegation that Darius Noble, the second son of Gustad is in love with his only daughter. Rabadi 

is notoriously addressed as dogwalla. Anxiety brews in the mind of Noble after coming to terms 

with this news and he senses that his neighbour might spread this anywhere. When the son 
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comes back, the father tries to elicit information from him about the affair. The son flatly refuses 

and says that when Jasmine is found with his friends, only then he talks to her. (Mukherjee) 

Gustad thinks about the parcel which his friend has insisted him to receive. He decides to 

accept the assignment as he considers it as an opportunity to prove his bonding with him. Gustad 

is shocked when he finds the parcel with ten lakh rupees. Major Bilimoria has requested Gustad 

to deposit the money in the bank using the name of Mira Obili. Sohrab by his intuition warns his 

father that Mira Obili is the anagram of Bilimoria. He tries to convince his father that the money 

might put them in to trouble. “„Changed so completely, it‟s hard to recognize him‟. The disquiet 

about the strange parcel, disappointment with Jimmy‟s unseemly request, now mixed with the 

other, deeper sorrow, of filial disrespect and ingratitude.” (Mistry 122) 

Broken bonds of intimacy could make one‟s life troublesome, scare one‟s happiness at home 

or work, and even destroy personal motives. Gustad gets completely disappointed and also 

becomes nervous when Tehmul –Lungraa informs Soli Bamji, the inspector of Police about the 

heap of money in his house. Gustad has always tried to be benevolent to Tehmul. Even when his 

neighbours refuse to take in charge of Tehmul during his brother‟s absence, Gustad has always 

showed his willingness to shower his affection for him.  

Gustad requests Dinshawji‟s assistance for depositing the money. Dinshawji agrees and then 

blabbers to Laurie Coutino, a staff in the bank, about Mukti Bahini guerrillas. Gustad gets 

furious at the attitude of Dinshawji. After several issues, Gustad emerges successful in his 

mission of helping Bilimoria. He has always considered Jimmy Bilimoria as his loving brother. 

Gustad‟s little daughter, Roshan falls sick. He is not able to concentrate in his office work. 

He is distracted with too much of worries and troubles. As an affectionate and responsible father, 

Gustad pays frequent visits to Dr.Paymaster for the treatment. Just as how Augustine St.clare in 

Harriet Beecher Stowe‟s Uncle Tom’s Cabin showers affection over his daughter Eva, Gustad 

shows concern for his daughter Roshan. He even accompanies his childhood friend, Malcolm 

Saldanha to Mount Mary for curing his daughter‟s illness. He offers a female child‟s torso to 

Goddess Mary for Roshan‟s betterment. He shows interest to do anything that could help his 

daughter to get relieved from ailment.  
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After the death of Dinshawji, Gustad meets Major Bilimoria on his request. Just like the 

protagonist, Gabriel in Karin Altenberg‟s Breaking Light, feels guilty for betraying his best 

friend Michael, Major Bilimoria regrets for trapping Gustad to deposit the money in the bank. 

When Major Bilimoria explains the reason for his attitude, reconciliation occurs in the mind of 

Gustad. 

Gustad feels sorry for Major Bilimoria, when he reads about his death in the newspaper. 

Gustad always thinks that his success depends on the success of every individual in his family. 

He struggles to the core to make his family members dwell comfortably in his house. He 

expresses his contempt when mosquitoes and flies creep in to his house from the poor compound 

wall. He recollects his beautiful childhood days thinking how his mother safeguarded him from 

the bite of the mosquitoes. 

That picture of my mother-locked away forever in my mind: My mother through the white, 

diaphanous mosquito net, saying goodnight- God Bless You, smiling, soft and evanescent, 

floating before my sleepy eyes, floating for ever with her eyes so gentle and kind. (Mistry 242) 

   Gustad gives an opportunity to a roadside artist to display his expertise on the compound 

wall. He utilizes the given chance and transforms the wall in to a place of divine worship by 

painting many religious portraits. As how Professor Higgins transforms Eliza Doolittle in George 

Bernard Shaw‟s Pygmalion from ignorance to elegance, Gustad through the pavement artist has 

changed the plight of the compound wall from the prohibited zone to a worshipping place. 

Miseries creep in to Gustad‟s life at the death of Tehmul Lungraa and the annihilation of the 

sanctified wall. Gustad reconciles with his son Sohrab and realizes the fact that common people 

are only puppets in the hands of the laws of the government. 

Conclusion 

Every individual has problems and what is prominent is how it gets solved and how it influences 

the individual to emerge successful. “Existential thinkers believe in the idea that the meaning of 

life is not determined ever before his birth. Instead, it is decided by the choice of human beings 

and their responsibility to accept the pros and cons of their choices.” (Kumar) 
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Human beings suffer severely at each phase of their lives. It is not possible for anyone to dwell 

in this world without any issues. It is only due to lack of understanding and lack of interpersonal 

skills people always meddle with chaos. Miseries and happiness are like two sides of the coins. It 

is determined by the perception of human beings. None of the people could own both forever. 

Transition is the only possibility and human beings should learn how to endure it. 

If the entire world revolves around the magic utterance of Humanity, then the evils like wrath, 

jealous, cruelty, injustice, domination, sadism, capitalism could be exiled from the cosmos. 

Humanity and reconciliation should be intrinsically interwoven with the life of each and every 

human being. One can dissolve the cruelty and sadism in the flood of kindness and humanity. A 

world with loving and empathetic people could create a hopeful society.  As Gustad  realizes the 

importance of human souls, he, attends the funeral ceremony of Major Bilimoria,  reconciles 

with his son Sohrab , accepts the government decree of the demolition of the compound wall  

and at last  tears the black paper from the glasses which act as a sign for new hopes and 

aspirations.“The blackout paper which the protagonist takes down [...] allows us to see in as 

much as it allows Gustad to see out” (Williams71). 
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